Mobile Security, Identity Protection & Theft Defense. All in one, easy-to-use app.

Lookout makes protecting your device and your personal information simple, with the most powerful mobile security, straightforward identity protection and intelligent theft prevention.

All-in-One-Protection - Only Lookout combines the most advanced mobile security with identity protection and theft prevention together in one single app.

Peace of Mind - Go about your day knowing that Lookout is working behind the scenes to help protect and secure your device, your data and your identity.

Easy to Use - Security that’s simple to use and straightforward to understand. No need to manage or constantly check the app, since Lookout only alerts you when real issues are detected. We’re here to protect you, not scare you.

Lightweight - Lookout’s security works in the cloud - not on your device - to detect and block threats, so it doesn’t impact the performance of your device.

Best in Class - With tens of millions of users worldwide trusting Lookout to secure their devices and personal information, we’ve earned our reputation as the mobile security and privacy experts.
Mobile Security
Stop mobile threats before they do harm with the support of the world’s largest and most advanced security network. With more than 90K new apps added to Lookout’s Security every day, only Lookout can identify more threats first and eliminate them before they do harm.

Breach Report
Get timely alerts whenever a popular company, app or service you may use suffers a data breach that could impact your security, privacy and financial resources.

Data Backup
Automatically back up your contacts, photos and call history and access this data anytime from Lookout.com

Identity Theft Protection
Monitor your private information and get alerted when suspicious behavior, like it being posted or sold online, is detected. Take advantage of 24/7 Restoration Assistance and $1M Identity Theft Insurance* to help recover your identity.

Device Theft Protection
Outsmart thieves (and yourself) with innovative missing device functionality that gives you the right clues to help you get your lost or stolen phone back.

* Insurance coverage is provided by a third-party and is subject to the terms, conditions and exclusions of the insurance policy available at www.lookout.com/legal. Lookout is not a licensed insurer or insurance agent.